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south and southwestward, the Central Pacific and
its subsidiary, the California and Oregon Railroad,
were using Chinese laborers to build a line north
to the Oregon border, through service finally being achieved between San Francisco to Portland
in 1887.27
OTHER LINES IN CALIFORNIA

Besides working for the Central Pacific and the
Southern Pacific, the Chinese also were hired by
other railroads in California. Following are a few
examples:
I. A narrow gage railroad was built between
Avila and San Luis Obispo between 1873and 1876.
Wong On (known more familiarly as Ah Louis)
was the contractor furnishing Chinese labor. Chinese also were used in the extension of the line
from San Luis Obispo to Los Alamos in 18811887 and the rebuilding of the Avila line in 1883.28
(The Ah Louis Store is now a state historical landmark in San Luis Obispo.)
2. Chinese participated in the building of the
California Southern Railway between National
City and San Bernardino and Waterman in the
1880'S.After completion of the work many stayed
in the region to operate laundries and restaurants.29
3. Various local railroads in Napa CouI).tywere
constructed by Chinese gangs in the 1880'S,among
which were the Clear Lake and San Francisco, the
Napa and Lake, the Rutherford and Clear Lake,30
Other Chinese also participated in the construction of the l\lendocino Railroad during the mid1870's31and another railroad from the Salinas Valley to the coast,32
Chinese labor had been so widely used in the
construction of the railroad network in California,
that when the San Francisco and North Pacific
built 22 Yz miles of line to Santa Rosa, great pains
were taken to point out that no Chinese labor was
used.33
OTHER RAILRO.'\D CONSTRUCTION

I. In April 1869, Chinese workers recently released by the Central Pacific took on the construction of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad, to
carry ore from the Comstock mines at Virginia
City to the Central Pacific tracks at Reno.34
Among other roads Chinese were also involved in
the construction of the Eureka .md Palisades, the
Carson and Colorado, the Nevada-Califomia-Ore-
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gon, the Sierra Valleys, and the Bodie and Benton
in Nevada.35
2. The first Chinese railroad workers in the
Northwest appeared in Tacoma, Washington, in
1873 to work on the Northern Pacific.36 By the
1880'Sthe railro:1u was employing 15,000 Chinese
laying tracb in northern Washington, Idaho and
MontanaY Chinese laborers h~d a hand in the construction of practically every railroad line in this
region. 38
3. When work started on the Canadian Pacific
in 1880, 1,500 Chinese workmen were recruited
from veterans of the Southern Pacific and the
Northern Pacific Railroads. The number proved
to be inadequate and more workers were imported
from the Orient.39 By the spring of 1882, some
6,500 Chinese were working on the railroad.
The work on this road was every bit as challenging as that on the Central Pacific. It was said
that 500 or 600 _died as a result of mishaps or
sickness.4o
It was generally acknowledged that the Chinese
were indispensable to railroad construction in the
West. David D. Cotton, Vice President of the
Southern Pacific testified before the congressional
committee as follows:
"I do not think that [the railroad] would have
been done as quickly, and with anything like the
same amount of certainty as to what we were going to accomplish in a given length of time." 41
Another railroad builder, West Evans, said, "I
do not see how we could do the work we have
done here without them; at least, I have done
work that would not have been done if it had not
been for Chinamen-work
that I could not have
done without them." 42
As a fitting sequel to the well-recorded epics of
Chinese railroad construction, Ch'en I-hsi (Chin
Gee Hee) of Seattle, a labor contractor furnishing
construction labor to the railroads was inspired to
form a company to build the Sunning Railroad.
This line, completed in 1909, was for years the
pride and joy of the Toishan district, home of
many of the transcontinental railroad workers.
During the Sino-Japanese War, the tracks of
this railroad were dismantled and it was never
rebuilt." 43
1 Mae H. B. Boggs, My Playhouse Was a Concord Coach
(Oakland, 19.P), p. 310. Quoted from the June 1;,18;8,
issue of the Sacramento Union.
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Chinese were used in all types of construction
work requiring manual labor. According to Rev.
Loomis, they "have made many of our wagon
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roads across the mountains and thrown up some
highways across the low grounds .... "1 In May of
1869, Chinese laborers were brought in to build a
wagon road near Newhall. After completion of
the road, some remained in Los Angeles, augmenting the Chinese population to 172in 1870.2In the
Napa Valley all through the 1870's and the 1880'S
Chinese built stone bridges and stone fences, constructed and maintained roads, and excavated huge
storage tunnels for the wineries.3 Old residents in
San Jose claimed that the road near Alum Rock
Park leading up to the observatory, was also built
bv Chinese labor.
In the San Francisco Bay Region in the 1860'S
Chinese labor was used to cut away the hill and
liB in the Bay where the Pacific Mail Steamship
Company had their wharves and depots on the
San Francisco waterfront. Also, about two-thirds
of the work on 92 acres of ground for a reservoir
16 miles southeast of San Francisco at the head of
Pilarcitos Creek, was done by the Orientals.4
Rev. Augustus ,v. Loomis, "How Our Chinamen Are
Employed," Overland Monthly, O.S. Vol. 2 (1869), pp.
23'-24°.
2 'Villiam Mason, "The Chinese in Los Angeles," Museum
Alliance Quarterly, Vol. 6 (1967), pp. 15-20.
3 Charlotte Miller, Grapes, Queues and Quicksilver (unpublished manuscript 1966), PP' 31-31. Also information
from old residents of the region.
4 See Note I.
1

CIGAR INDUSTRY
The first large-scale introduction of Chinese
into manufacturing occurred in the cigar industry.
The traditional date is given as 1859 when Englebricht and Levy hired Chinese workers in their
establishment in San Francisco. 1The Segar (cigar)
Maker's Association in November of that year
passed a resolution in opposition to the hiring of
these workers, claiming that the action "is tending
to destroy the true basis of our country's prosperity" and that it "will prove destructive to the
general welfare, and retard the advance of civilization and the manifest destiny of our coun~ry" and
"will bring want and suffering into the homes of
our people.,,2
Subsequent events proved that the cigar makers'
alarm was premature since, at that time, as the
white miners were leaving the diggings, Chinese
were returning to the mines (see section on Gold
Mines.) The first period of the expansion of the
cigar industry did not actually take place until
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after 1864. San Francisco then became the center
of the industry in California. The total value of
cigars manufactured in the city jumped from
$2,000 in 1864 to $1,000,000 in 1866.3 By 1868,
California had displaced Massachusetts as the
fourth largest cigar producing state.3
Chinese quickly learned the trade and soon set
up their own factories, selling the same quality
products at lower prices. Even as early as 1866half
of San Francisco's cigar factories were Chineseowned.4 However, in view of the anti-Chinese
sentiments, many Chinese firms, especially in later
years, used Spanish names as Cabanes & Co., Ramirez & Co., etc.5
During the 1870's, through the years of the most
violent anti-Chinese agitation in California, Chinese labor was predominant in the cigar-making
industry. In the mid-1880'S the Cigar-Makers
Union (white). aided by the anti-Chinese sentiments of the time, and by the Chinese Exclusion
Act, finally succeeded in virtually eliminating
Chinese from the cigar industry. However, with
the passing of the Chinese from the scene, the
cigar industry itself in California also declined.6
The following table shows the relative number
of Chinese cigar workers for various years:
Place

Year

Chinese

Total

San Francisco
18677
450
500
San Francisco
18708
1,657
1,811
San Francisco
1876-79 5,500
6,500
San Francisco
1878-910 4,000
6,000
San Francisco
189211
700
1,200
I,JOO
San Francisco
1904-512
800
Chinese cigar workers in California worked in any
one of the following three types of establishments:
I. Firms employing Chinese but work directed
by a white foreman.
2. Firms furnishing tobacco to a Chinese contractor, who made them into cigars at a fixed
contract price per thousand.
3. Firms owned and operated by Chinese, many
of which were conducted on the cooperative
svstem.13
A typical Chinese cigar factory is a fifteen foot
by twenty foot room with a gallery for greater
space utilization, where nearly fifty men worked. 14
Chinese cigar workers were usually paid on a
piece-work basis. The pay scale varied from fifty
cents to seventy cents per hundred, and a worker
made about two hundred cigars a day.15
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The Tung Te Tang (Tung Oak Tong, "Hall
of Common Virtue") 16 was the labor guild to
which Chinese cigar workers belonged. The rules
of this guild stipulated that guild members shall
not work alongside non-guild members. When a
controversy occurred between an e~ployer and
his employees, the guild agent would report the
incident to the guild. The guild then appointed a
committee to investigate and if the investigators
found that a grievance existed, a strike was then
declared,17
Chinese were also employed in the related industry of making cigar boxes. There were both whiteowned and Chinese-owned factories employing
Chinese labor. In 1881, Chinese made about onesixth of the entire production in California.18 In
1904-05, there were five factories in San Francisco
with 80 Chinese out of 140 workers.19
In contrast to their dominance in the cigar industry, only a small number of Chinese engaged
in the allied cigarette industry.20
1San Francisco Morning Call, May Z7, 1873; John S. Hittell, Tbe Commerce and Industries of the Pacific Coast
of North America (San Francisco, 188z), p. 7°3, stated
that "Chinamen first began to make cigars in San Francisco in 1857." No source was given.
2 Daily Alta California, Nov. z, 1859.
3 Ping Chiu, Cbinese Labor in California (Madison, 1967),
p.llO.
4 Ping Chiu, op. cit., p. IZZ.•
5 Langley, San Francisco Directory (1875), p. 793.
6 Ping Chiu, op. cit., p. I z6.
7 Daily Alta CalifoT1lia, Feb. 4, 1867.
8 Mary R. Coolidge, Chinese immigration (N. Y, 1909),
P·359·
9 Langley, San Francisco Directory (1876-1877), p. 45.
10Langley, San Francisco Directory (1878-1879), pp. 36-37.
11San Francisco Municipal Report (189Z-1893), p. II.
12San Francisco Municipal Report (1904-1905), p. IZZ.
13John S. Hittell, The Commerce and industries of the
Pacific Coast of North America (San Francisco, 188z),
Pp·700-7°1.
14H. H. Bancroft, "Mongolianism in America," in Essays
and Miscellany (San Francisco, 1890), p. 347.
15San Francisco Municipal Report (1884-85), pp. Z15-Z19.
16 From old residents' recollections, Chinese Hist. Soc.
17 Walter N. F ong, "Chinese Labor Unions in America,"
Chautaquan, Vol. 23 (18g6), pp. 399-402.
18J. S. Hittell, op. cit., p. 600.
19San Francisco Municipal Report (1904-1905), p. I2Z.
20 J. S. Hittell, op. cit., p. 724.
For further reading on this subject:
I. Chiu, Ping, Chinese Labor in California (Madison, 1967).
2. Coolidge, Mary R., Cbinese immigration (N. Y, 1909).
3· Hittell, John S., The Commerce and Industries of the
Pacific Coast of North America (San Francisco, 1882).
4· Seward, George E, Chinese immigration, its Social and
Economical Aspects (N. Y, 1881). Contains many excerpts from Senate Report 689.
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INDUSTRY

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY

The first woolen mill enterprise in California
was the Pioneer Woolen Mills built at Black Point
(San Francisco) in 1858 by Heyneman,Pick&Co.l
When the mill started operation in 1859,2Chinese
were among the workmen hired.3
By 1869 one observer noted: "Four or five hundred Chinamen are now employed in the woolen
factories of San Francisco, and scarce anything
would induce the proprietors to exchange them
for other labor. The knitting mills also employ
Chinamen." 4
White labor was rare in the woolen mills in the
early 1860's, and because of war-induced prosperity, there were few evident conflicts between
white and Chinese labor. \\lith the recession in
1867, however, white labor started pointing accusing fingers at the Chinese as being the primary
cause of unemployment and wage reductions. As
the Chinese-issue was not of paramount importance at the time, the accusations fell on unresponsive ears. After the brief recession, these antiChinese sentiments subsided temporarily.5
During the early 1870's the number of Chinese
workers expanded to approximately 70 to 80 per
cent of the total work force. Major reductions in
the Chinese labor force came during the recession
and anti-Chinese agitation of the 1875-76 season.
However, after that, the mills successfully resisted
external pressure to further reduce Chinese labor.6
By the mid- 1880'SEastern manufacturer~ were
able to undersell local manufacturers in California
and the local industry in California began to decline. From a product value of $1,700,000 in the
early 1880'S the San Francisco mills dropped to
$350,000 in 1890.7
DEPENDENCE ON CHINESE LABOR

The woolen industry relied on Chinese labor
because of its cheapness, availability and dependability. Their wages varied from 90 cents to $1.12
per day in 1876. These were at about the same
level as Eastern wages at the time.8
Testifying before the Congressional Committee,
the president of Pioneer Mills of San Francisco
stated:
"It would have been an absolute impossibility to
have run the factory on white labor, simply because we could not get white operatives." 9
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The president of the San Jose Woolen Mill testified: "We employ Chinese because it is necessary
to compete in our business. To our white help we
have to pay wages far in advance of what is paid
in similar institutions in the Eastern States, with
which we come directly into competition. To
Chinamen, on an average, we pay less ... [The
Eastern States mills payrolls] are 20 per cent under
us at this time 10 ••• If the Chinamen were taken
from us, we should close up tomorrow." 11
H. G. Kuhl, secretary of the Golden Gate Mills
in San Francisco made the following statement
in 1882:
"... It's difficult to make the boys and girls pay
sufficient attention to their work, and from this
and other reasons, a gang of Chinamen was first to
work in the mill on the first of September, 1881.
... Our young population are not steady and industrious enough, and think that after working a
few weeks their wages ought to be doubled." 12
Thus Chinese labor and white female labor were
mixed together in the same mills as an assurance
against strikes. A mill operator said this about the
Chinese: "I mean that they will combine. They
have the power of combining. If you do not happen to get along with them and have a difficulty
with one, the lot will stand up for each other, and
as a general thing go together." 13

MILLS

OUTSIDE

SAN FRANCISCO

Mills were first started in San Francisco, but by
the 1880'S, they were found at the following
locales: San Francisco, Stockton, Sacramento,
Marysville, San Jose, Merced, San Bernardino,
Los Angeles. The mills at the first four cities all
used substantial numbers of Chinese labor in
1882.14
NU~IBER

OF WORKERS

The following table shows the typical number
of Chinese workers in the woolen industry during
typical years:
Place

San Francisco .. Late
California .....
Late
San Francisco .. Late

Year
1860'S15
188216
1904-°517

1John S. Hittell, The Commerce
Pacific Coast of Nortb America

Chinese

400-500
800
20

Total

750
1,600

145

tmd Industries of the
(San Francisco, 1882),

p·44°·
2Titus Fev Cronise, Tbe Natural
(San Francisco, 1868), p. 602.

Wealtb of Califomia
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3 Report

of the Joint Special Committee to Investigate
Chinese hmnigration (44th Congress, 2nd Session, 18761877, Senate Report 689), p. 533.
4 Rev. A. Loomis, "How Our Chinamen Are Employed,"
Overltmd Monthly, Vol. 2 (1869), pp. 231-24°.
5 Ping Chiu, Chinese Labor in California (Madison, 1967,
2nd ptg.) , pp. 90-91.
6 Ibid., pp. 91-92.
7 Mary R. Coolidge, Chinese Immigration (N. Y., 1909),
p·374·
81 bid., pp. 372-373.
9 See Note 3.
10Senate Report 689, p. 553.
11 Ibid., p. 558.
12 J. S. Hittell, op. cit., p. 442.
13Ping Chiu, op. cit., p. 92.
14J. S. Hittell, op. cit., pp. 437-445, passim.
15 See Note 5.
16See Note 14.
17 San Francisco Municipal Report, 1904-1905, p. 127.
For further reading on this subject:
I. Chiu, Ping, Chinese Labor in California (Madison, 1967,
2nd ptg.).
2. Coolidge, Mary H.., Chinese bmnigration (N.Y., 1909).
3. HitteU, John S., The C011rmerce and Industries of the
Pacific Coast of North America (San Francisco, 1882).
4. Seward, George-F., Chinese Immigration, Its Social and
Econ011zic Aspects (N. Y., 1881).

THE SLIPPER, SHOE AND
BOOT INDUSTRIES
SLIPPERS

A Frenchman was said to have founded the first
slipper factory in San Francisco, but the Chinese
whom he employed learned the trade so well that
they soon set up factories in competition, and in
time monopolized slipper manufacturing in the
city. 1
In 1869 one writer made this statement:
"San Francisco has some scores of [Chinese]
slipper manufacturers, who dispose of their work
to our wholesale and retail shoe-dealer .... " 2
By 1870 out of 12 slipper factories in San Francisco, I 1 were Chinese-owned. Out of 2 1 1 workers, 191 were Chinese.3
The slipper industry reached its peak-of-product value per worker during the period of 18761878-$837
produced by 213 workers in 28 factories. The product value fell continually from
this high point to $470 in 1880- 188 I. Yet in this
latter year the highest number of workers in the
history of the industry was enumerated, with
1,000 in 25 factories, indicating that there was
considerable under-employment. This was probably the reason this industry was left to the
Chinese.3
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BOOTS AND SHOES

The boot and shoe industry was started in California immediately after the Civil War. Chinese
workmen were first hired on a big scale by Buckingham and Hecht during a strike in 1869.4 Other
factories soon followed suit.
Most of the shoe factories in California were
located in San Francisco. By 1870, 19 per cent of
the workers in San Francisco boot and shoe factories were Chinese.5 Within two or three years
at least one-half of such goods produced in California were made by Chinese.6
At this point "the organization of the Knights
of St. Crispin ... in San Francisco precipitated a
struggle between employers and employees in this
industry. The Knights of St. Crispin not only demanded an increase of ,,-ages but attempted to
drive out the Chinese and to intimidate those who
employed them. The struggle was intensified by
the rapid introduction of machinery in the boot
and shoe factories throughout the country, which
superseded much hand labor and enabled employers to replace adult operatives with women and
children, and in California, the Chinese." 7 As a
result, Caucasian employers began replacing some
Chinese with white labor beginning about 1872.8
The entry of Chinese-owned firms into this
field occurred relatively late. There was only
eight in San Francisco in 1875-1876, but by 1880
the number had jumped to 48. Most of the Chinese firms were established when a large number
of Chinese-trained workers were being discharged
from the white-owned factories.9 After the mid1870'S most of the Chinese workers were employed by Chinese-owned factories. (In 1882 out
of 2>300Chinese workers, 2,000 worked for Chinese firms). 10
[It is of interest to note that the notorious Feng
Cheng (Fong Ching, Little Pete) was connected
with the shoe business. He started as an errand
boy in one shoe factory and then grew to own
and operate the F. C. Peters & Co., a shoe manufacturing firm. II]
The rise of Chinese firms resulted in a division
of the market between white-owned a!ld Chineseowned factories with the former usually making
boots and the latter generally specializing in inexpensive shoes.12
The result of the competitive situation was to
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lower the prices of footwear in California by 15
to 20 per cent. Whereas formerly boots and shoes
were imported from the East, locally manufactured footwear became available at fairly reasonable prices.13
Anti-Chinese agitation in the 1870'S succeeded
in the elimination of Chinese labor from many
white-owned factories as noted above, and many
workers were taken up by Chinese firms. However, the increasing competition of cheaper labor,
capital and fuel in the East resulted in the decline
of the boot and shoe industry in the West. Consequently, the industry which ranged fourth among
the state's leading industries in 1870, was not even
among California's sixteen leading industries in the
I 900'S. 14
NV;\IBER

OF WORKERS

The following table shows the estimated number of Chinese workers in the boot and shoe industry for selected years:
Place

Year

Chinese

Total

San Francisco .. 187015
296
1,551
California
1877 16 2,000-3,000 3,000-4,000
California
188217
2,500
4>000
San Francisco .. 1892-9318 400
1,200
San Francisco .. 19°4-°519
250
750
There were sixteen factories in 19°4-19°5.
LABOR GUILD

AND STRIKE

BREAKERS

The Chinese workers were organized into a
labor guild called the Li-Sheng T'ang (Lei-Shing
Tong, "Hall for Treading the New")2o to safeguard worker's rights.21
There seemed to be much dissatisfaction among
Chinese workers in the shoe factories in the 1870'S
for they conducted several strikes against one
firm 22 and in 1873 two of the largest factories in
San Francisco even advertised in the newspapers
for boys to replace Chinese who had vacated their
positions.23
On the other hand, 75 Chinese shoemakers from
San Francisco, were imported in Calvin Sampson's
shoe factory in North Adams, Massachusetts, in
1870 as strike breakers. This experiment however,
was not continued because the depression of 1873
soon provided the factories with a vast pool of unemployed laborers. Also, most of the Chinese left
after completion of their three-year contracts and
contracting companies in California were reluct-
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ant to send more Chinese to industrial centers
where they may face violence from the white
workers.24
1Report of tbe JoiJlt Special C01llmittee to Investigate
Chinese Immigration, (44th Congress, znd Sesssion, 18761877, Senate Repon 689), p. 18.
2 Rev. Augustus \v. Loomis, "How Our Chinamen Are
Employed," Overland Montbly, Vol. 2 (1869), pp. 23124°·

3 Chiu Ping, Chinese Labor in California (Madison, 1967,
znd ptg.) , pp. 117-119.
4 San Francisco Bulletin, May 29, 1870.
5 Mary R. Coolidge, Chinese Immigration (N. Y., 1909),
p. 359, quoted the U. S. Census of 1870.
6 John S. Hittell, Tbe COl1mzerce and Industries of tbe
Pacific Coast of North America (San Francisco, 1882),
P·509·
7 Mary R. Coolidge, op. cit., p. 360.
8 J. S. Hittell, op. cit., p. 510.
9 Chiu Ping, op. cit., p. 110.
10 M. R. Coolidge, op. cit., pp. 362-364.
11Richard H. Dillon, The Hatchet Men (N. Y., 1962), pp.
3°5-3°7·
12Ping Chiu, op. cit., pp. 115-116.
13George F. Seward, Chinese Immigration, Its Social and
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THE SEWING

TRADES

NUMBER OF WORKERS

Chinese were already working in the sewing
trades in the late 1860'S.Rev. A. W Loomis wrote
in 1869: "Pantaloons, vests, shirts, drawers, and
overalls are made extensively by Chinamen." 1
Chinese continued to enter the industry and one
San Francisco paper reported the following in
1873:

"... Next, if not superior in importance to the
Chinese cigar factories, are the Chinese clothing
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factories of which there are altogether 28, including 3 shirt factories ....
These factories employ
from 50 to 100 men each and their employees
number in the aggregate about 2000." 2
By 1 876 Chinese workers formed a considerable
percentage of the workers in the sewing trades.
Following is a table showing the number of Chinese and other workers in the different branches
of such work for that year.3
Employment

Embroidering
Lacemaking
Shirtmaking
Men's Clothing
Other Sewing Trades

Men

Girls

751

20
Chinese
620
239
28

246
884
.1,566
32
.
30
558
163
2,728

907

However, the above figures should be regarded
as conservative since many Chinese working by
the piece outside the factories were not included.
Rev. Otis Gibson's estimate for the same period
was 1,230 Chinese "sewing on machines" and 168
Chinese working upon clothing for Chinese.4 Still
another source gave a figure of 3,25° Chinese engaged in making clothing, overalls, and undershirts. Thus the total number of Chinese workers
must have been between 2,000 to 2,500 at that
time.5

Going into the 1880'S, one finds that the predominance of Chinese working in this trade continued to be maintained. The following count was
taken in the 1880 Census:
Working for clothing manufacturers
Overall makers
Underwear makers
Shirtmakers
Sewing machine operators

66 r
156

67
580
r 14

Total.
r ,578
If tailors and seamstresses were included, the
total number in r 880 probably approximated
2,600.6 At this time the greater part of ready-made
clothing and nearly all underclothing made in San
Francisco for both sexes, were manufactured by
Chinese 7 and approximately 80 per cent of the
shirtmakers were Chinese.8
The Chinese in the sewing trades (with their
lower wages) to some degree cut down on the
importation of garments from the East. (Wages
were $ I.25 per day in the mid- 1870's, but dropped

.tories
of
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to $ 1.10 to $ 1.00 per day in the 1880'S.) 9 But in
the end, the Eastern manufacturers,
with newer
equipment and a greater division of labor, won
out. The first to succumb was the clothing industry. Ladies' underwear and overalls hung on, but
their profit margin and wages had been cut to the
minimum level by 1880 because of the Eastern
price competition.IO
In 1902-1<)03 the number of Chinese workers
in the sewing trades in San Francisco were as
follows: 11
Chinese
Workers
Workers
Total
22
250
300
700
570
1,050
770of
No.
No. of
J2
30

DIVISIONSOF THE SEWING
TRADESANDLABORGUILDS
Three

broad divisions of work were found in

the sewing trades in Chinatown:
(I) Clothing
(male) and tailoring: People from the Sai-chiu
area in the Namhoi District virtually monopolized
this sector C'f this industry; (2) Shirts, ladies' garments and under-garments:
the factory owners
were mostly from the Heungshan
District; (3)
Overall and workers clothes: the factory owners
were practically all from the Shun~dak District.12
(Above refers to the late 19th and early 20th centuries only.)
Three labor guilds were found among the workers, representing the three branches of the industry: The T'ung-yeh T'ang (Tung Yip Tong, "Hall
of Common Occupation")
was formed by workers on clothing (male) and tailors; the Chiung-i
Hang (Gwing Yi Hpng, "Guild of Bright Clothing") represented shirtmakers and ladies' garment
and undergarment
workers, and the Chin-i-Hang
(Gum Yi Hong, "Guild of Brocaded Clothing")
was organized by workers on work clothes and
overalls. 12
Both the Chiung-i Hang and the T'ung-yeh
T'ang went out of existence decades ago. The
former had disappeared by the end !Jf the 1900'S
while the last officer of the latter packed up in the
late 192O'S.12
The Chin-i Hang was said to have been formed
in 1880. In its early years, the consul-general,
Huang Tsun-hsien,
took an active part in the
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formulation of its regulations. The power of the
guild was such that non-guild members could not
work in the same factory as guild members. The
guild regulated hours of work, conditions of work,
and had a uniform rate structure for the same
work throughout the industry in Chinatown.12
The introduction
of more docile women operators into the overall and work-clothes shops seriously undermined the power of the guild, for guild
rules did not provide for female membership and
many of the women operators weren't interested
in joining, anyway.12
As male sewing machine operators died or retired, the strength of the guild was further sapped.
By the 1930'S the guild was practically powerless.
However, the Chin-i Hang maintained a shadowy
existence until 1967, when it finally gave up the
ghost.12
Today there are two male sewing machine operators still working in Chinatown.12
WOMEN OPERATORSANDTHE ILGWU
In the 19th century the Chinese in the sewing
trades were practically all men, who found themselves in the peculiar position of competing against
women in the industry in San Francisco. Women
were first introduced into the ladies' garment industry in Chinatown early in the 20th century. By
the end of World War I, Chinese women operators
were working in the overall and workers' clothing
factories also.12
Female garment workers were unorganized untillate in the 1930's when the Chinese Ladies' Garment Workers, an affiliate of the International
Ladies' Garment Worker's Union was organized.
In 1938 the union struck against the factory of the
National Dollar Stores, at 720 Washington Street,
the largest garment factory in Chinatown at the
time.13 Rather than give in to the union's demands,
the factory closed its doors permanently.14
In subsequent years, the ILGWU
unionized
approximately
50 to 55 ShOpS,15all making ladies'
garments. However, at present none of the overall
and work-clothes factories are unionized although
an abortive attempt was made in 1967-1968.
FACTORIESTODAY
The garment industry is one of the few remaining industries in Chinatown. In the early decades
of the 20th century, independent Chinese garment
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manufacturers had dwindled to but a handful. In
view of the prevailing anti-Chinese sentiments,
these factories used American names such as
George Brothers, H. "Williams, California Manufacturing Company, etc.16
In 1932, the garment industry had grown to be
one of the principal industries in Chinatown with
30 garment factories, with most of these operating
as subcontractors to major downtown apparel
manufacturers. By the end of 1965the number had
increased to 170 separate establishments with some
even located outside the traditional boundaries of
Chinatown. These small factories give employment to more than 3,000 people,17 and either specialize in work clothes or in ladies' garments.
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JUTE

INDUSTRIES

BAGS AND BURLAP

The Pacific Jute Company of Oakland, founded
in 1868, was the only factory in California in the
1870'S manufacturing burlap from raw jute. (In
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1882 a factory was started in San Quentin State
Prison). The company at first tried importing
Scotch help and white girls "but could not keep
them a fortnight. They ran away .... " 1 120 Chinese were then employed in 1876, constituting
almost all of the employees! 2
In 1882, all manual labor was performed by the
Chinese who earned about $ I.00 per day.3
BROOMS

Chinese were introduced into the broom manufacturing business in the 1870'S. Soon they acquired the know-how and started their own businesses in competition with their erstwhile employers. In 1882 there were 50 factories on the Pacific
Coast with about 20 of these in San Francisco.
Out of 300 workers, one-half were Chinese. Wages
were approximately $9.00 per week for Chinese
as compared to $10.00-$15.00 per white worker.4
The number of oroom makers in San Francisco
around the turn of the century:
Year

No. of
Factories

No. of
Chinese
Workers

Total
No. of
JJTorkers

9
8
10

50
90
90

100
190
190

1897-985

19°0-016
19°4-°57

One interesting fact is that there were Chinese
during this same period who leased land along the
Sacramento River to raise broom com, selling their
crops to the Chinese broom makers.s
1\vo Chinese broom factories continued to
struggle on until after the Second World War.
Today there are no more broom factories in San
Francisco's Chinatown.
OTHER

16 See Note 12.

l\lISCELLANEOUS

IN CALIFORNIA

INDUSTRIES

In the 1870'Sand 1880'SChinese employees constituted one-fourth or more of the workers in
the following industries in California: cordage,
matches, candles and soap, bottles-weaving, pottery, and whips. 9 Another interesting occupation
mostly performed by Chinese was the gathering
of rags for the paper mills.10 However, to bring
this information into proper focus, it should be
pointed out that the number of employees in each
of the above industries ran from 50 to the hundreds. Thus the number of Chinese was not large,
even though the percentage compared to the total
number of workers was high.

